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Weekly Highlights 

 

 Fed accelerates tightening. DXY index edges higher on haven demand 

 Hopes for CPI to show peak inflation is now in the rear view mirror  

  

 Japanese CPI “surge” not likely to alter BoJ stance 

 Trade and GDP data to underscore yen’s recent weakness 

 

 Dovish BoE adds to GBP woes 

 ECB hawks help EUR maintain stability 

 

 RMB depreciation continues 

 PBoC to resume rate cut cycle 

 

 Scales tip towards a 25bp hike for BNM 

 April CPI and stable activity to justify earlier BSP hike 

 

 A roller coaster ride for Lat Am currency markets 

 Upcoming data to add to the challenging economic outklook 

 

This week’s edition of the Global Weekly covers the upcoming 2 weeks 
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US – Hoping for some good news on inflation  

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

11-May CPI (%YoY, Apr) 8.1 8.5 

 Core CPI (%YoY, Apr) 6.1 6.5 

12-May PPI (%YoY, Apr) 10.7 11.2 

 Core PPI (%YoY, Apr) 8.9 9.2 

13-May U Mich consumer sentiment, (DI, May) 63.7 65.2 

17-May Retail sales (%MoM,Apr) -- 0.7 

 Ex-auto Retail sales (%MoM,Apr) -- 1.4 

 Industrial production (%MoM, Apr) -- 0.9 

 NAHB housing index (DI, Apr) -- 77 

18-May Housing starts (%MoM, Apr)  0.3 

 Existing home sales (%MoM, Apr)  -2.7 

    

Source: Bloomberg 

 
The DXY index ended the week higher but not without some volatility. The 
FOMC meeting delivered a 50bp hike and the start of the shrinking of the 
balance sheet as expected. In the press conference Powell appeared to rule out 
a 75bp hike but suggested a series of 50bp hikes (plural) would be delivered at 
upcoming meetings. In the immediate aftermath of the press conference, 
markets took the ruling out of a 75bp hike as a sign that the Fed had turned 
dovish. Equity markets rallied, UST yields dropped and the DXY index softened. 
However, by the time Thursday rolled around there was a reassessment. The 
Fed going soft on inflation was bad news and US equity markets tanked, UST 
yields rose and the curve steepened and DXY pushed up above 104 amid a 
dash for safe havens in the currency space, even as UST yields pushed higher.                 
 
Outlook 
The coming week will likely see US inflation begin its journey back towards 2%. 
This journey is not expected to be a rapid one. The Fed’s discomfort with current 
levels of inflation was on display at the FOMC meeting and the Fed is acting 
expeditiously to get policy to neutral. If inflation is not coming down sufficiently 
rapidly by the time the Fed gets to neutral, it will look at doing more in terms of 
policy tightening. The PPI data are also due next week. The following week, 
activity data covering the start of Q2 are in focus with retail sales industrial 
production and housing activity due. Housing is among the most interest rate 
sensitive sectors and with 30yr mortgage rates at their highest since the financial 
crisis, a slowdown in activity in coming months is likely. There will be a slew of 
Fed speak over the coming two weeks. There is unlikely to be much push back 
against Chair Powell’s hint of 50bp hikes at the next two meetings but beyond 
that there will be growing scope for the doves to hint at a slowdown, especially if 
the DXY index continues to push higher and equity markets push lower. Powell 
noted that he wanted financial conditions to tighten – it’s a feature, not a bug of 
the current hiking cycle.      
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Japan – GDP and trade deficit to underscore yen’s weakness  

Major Events and Data releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

9-May Cash earnings (%YoY, Mar) 0.9 1.2 

10-May Household spending (%YoY, Mar) -3.3 1.1 

12-May Current account, sa (¥bn, Mar) 628 516 

 Bank lending (%YoY, Apr) -- 0.5 

 Eco watchers survey, outlook (DI, Apr) 51.0 50.1 

18-May GDP (%QoQ, Q1) -0.5 1.1 

19-May Exports (%YoY, Apr) -- 14.7 

 Imports (%YoY, Apr) -- 31.2 

 Trade balance, sa (¥bn, Apr) -- 899 

 Machinery orders (%MoM, Mar) -- 4.3 

 CPI (%YoY, Apr) -- 1.2 

 Ex ff&e CPI (%YoY, Apr) -- -0.7 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

Japan was on holiday for most of the week and fears of a big move during a 
period of limited liquidity proved unfounded. The data highlight was the well 
telegraphed “surge” in the CPI as mobile phone costs dropped out of the YoY 
comparison. Headline Tokyo CPI jumped from 1.3%YoY to 2.5%YoY and ex 
fresh food & energy (ff&e) Tokyo CPI jumped from -0.4% to +0.8%YoY. 
Japanese inflation now looks less of an outlier in terms of global inflation – it is 
still an outlier as ex ff&e CPI remains well below the central bank’s inflation 
target but it is now much less of one. The jump in inflation was widely 
expected and we do not anticipate that this will weaken the BoJ’s 
determination to keep policy loose, although it may encourage some to 
continue to challenge the BoJ in the 10yr point of the JGB curve. USD/JPY 
ended the week a fraction higher, after a round trip on Wednesday/Thursday 
which saw both 128.65 and 130.80 trade. News that some tourists will be 
allowed in in coming months did little to help JPY.        

Outlook 
The coming two weeks see a number of important data reports released. Q1 
GDP is backward looking but will underscore how negative the government’s 
Covid caution has been in terms of the hit to activity. Other activity indicators 
are not likely to show much improvement yet although the eco watchers 
survey should at least indicate a bottoming out of activity. Both the current 
account for March and the trade data for April are due. With the yen on the 
back foot, the trade flows are a key point of interest. Policy divergence is not 
the only driver of yen weakness. Surging energy prices have shown up in the 
increasingly negative trade balance. MoF’s International Transactions in 
Securities data for the first month of the current fiscal year will show Japanese 
investors as net sellers of overseas assets. The report will detail which 
investor groups have been driving the selling, while the current account data 
for March will contain the latest data on FDI, which looks to have slowed a 
little in recent months, possibly due to the heavy Covid restrictions.  
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Europe – Heavy data week ahead in the eurozone     

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

12-May UK – GDP (%QoQ, Q1) 1.0 1.3 

13-May EZ – Industrial production (%MoM, Mar) -2.0 0.7 

16-May EZ – Commission forecasts -- -- 

17-May UK – Unemployment (%, Mar) -- 3.8 

 EZ – GDP, 2nd est (%QoQ, Q1) 0.2 0.2 (p) 

 EZ – Employment (%QoQ, Q1) -- 0.5 

18-May EZ – new car registrations (%YoY, Apr)  -20.5 

 UK – CPI (%YoY, Apr)   7.0 

 UK – Core CPI (%YoY, Apr)  5.7 

19-May EZ – Current account, sa (€bn, Mar)  20.8 

20-May UK – Retail sales (%MoM, Apr)  -1.4 

 Source: Bloomberg 
 

The main event of the week was the BoE meeting. The 6-3 vote, with 3 
members voting or a 50bp hike was countered by a number of dovish factors 
and GBP/USD dropped below 1.24. EUR was supported by a slew of hawkish 
ECB commentary with a number of officials suggesting that a July hike was 
possible. EUR ended the week fractionally higher against the US dollar. The 
EU proposal to embargo Russian oil had less impact on energy markets than 
might have been expected. Brent futures pushed up above $113 with limited 
impact on EUR.  
 
Outlook 
In the wake of recent central bank meetings and commentary, the data over 
the coming two weeks will be of great interest. In the eurozone, industrial 
production and the current account are not likely to trouble investors. Neither 
are the final estimates of Q1 GDP or the April CPI. Of more interest will be the 
EU Commission forecasts that will detail some of the fiscal response to the 
surge in energy prices. Eurozone employment data will also be of interest. 
Strong labour markets are one reason why the UK and the US are already 
hiking. Labour markets in the EU are increasingly firm, giving the ECB 
confidence that inflation will remain above 2% in the long run. The 
employment report will add to the sense that the labour market is firming.   
 
UK GDP for Q1 is the highlight of the upcoming week. Q1 GDP is likely to be 
strong. The UK also publishes monthly GDP too and the March figure will 
determine the carry over into Q2. With March retail sales weak, March GDP is 
also likely to be soft, implying limited momentum into Q2. The subsequent 
week also contains a lot of interesting UK data. The primary focus will be the 
April inflation figure – which will contain the impact of the hike in utility prices. 
The CPI is expected to push above 9.0%YoY. With another hike in utility 
prices likely in October UK inflation is likely to peak much later than elsewhere. 
Retail sales and the labour market report are also due. The labour market 
reports in coming months are likely to be a key input into BoE policy decisions 
in coming quarters. We expect that the labour market report will hold up pretty 
well in the face of the historic income squeeze.         
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China – RMB deprecation continues   

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

9-May Exports (%YoY, Apr) 2.7 14.7 

 Imports (%YoY, Apr) -3.0 -0.1 

 Trade balance (USD bn, Apr) 51.9 47.38 

9~15-May Money Supply M2 (%YoY, Apr) 9.9 9.7 

11-May CPI (%YoY, Apr) 1.9 1.5 

 PPI (%YoY, Apr) 7.8 8.3 

13~16-May 1Y MLF yield (%, May) 2.80 2.85 

16-May Retail Sales (%YoY, Apr) -6.1 -3.5 

 Industrial Production (%YoY, Apr) 0.5 5.0 

 Fixed Assets Investment YTD (%YoY, Apr) 7.0 9.3 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

There was no change in the CNH one-way depreciation trend. With the 
unstoppable USD strength and intensifying concern over the lockdowns in 
China, CNH spot tumbled to a fresh 18-month low of 6.7339. After the long 
holiday, CNY spot reopened around the 6.59 level but resumed its decline 
quickly. The PBoC’s stronger CNY fixing bias did little to support the RMB 
market. The wide $CNH-$CNY spread of +300 pips reflected the more 
bearish RMB bias in the offshore market. Shanghai remained in lockdown and 
there was no plan for the re-opening, pointing to a grim outlook for Chinese 
growth this year. 
 
Outlook 
Taking into account the extended lockdowns in China and persistent USD 
strength, CNY is expected to remain under pressure in the near term. The 
Politburo meeting vowed to launch more stabilising measures and monetary 
easing but the market impact proved to be short-lived given the risk of 
under-delivery. Technically, CNH selling/HKD buying for dividend payments 
from HK-listed Chinese corporates will add to the downside pressure on CNH. 
On the data front, exports for April will likely slow sharply given the disruptions 
in production and logistics amid the lockdowns. Imports will likely drop further 
on shrinking demand for both consumption and production. Money supply 
growth and credit expansion for April are expected to accelerate following the 
PBoC’s 25bp cut in the Required Reserves Ratio in April. CPI inflation for April 
will likely pick up further towards 2%YoY on stabilizing food prices while the 
PPI will retreat to below 8%YoY on softening commodity prices and high base 
effects. As Chinese top leaders urged the utilisation of monetary policy tools, 
we look for a 10bp cut in the 1Y Medium Lending Facility (MLF) yield. Hard 
data for April will likely deteriorate further amid the extended lockdowns, with 
retail sales shrinking further for second consecutive month.  
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EM Asia – BNM and BSP lift off 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

9-May Indonesia GDP (%YoY, Q1) 5.0 5.0 

  Indonesia CPI (%YoY, Apr) 3.4 2.6 

  Philippines Presidential Elections -- -- 

 10-May Malaysia Ind’ Production (%YoY, Apr) 4.7 3.9 

11-May Korea Unemployment (%, Apr) 2.9 2.7 

  BNM Overnight Policy Rate (%) 1.75 1.75 

12-May India CPI (%YoY, Apr) 7.4 7.0 

  India Industrial Production (%YoY, Mar) 1.3 1.7 

  Philippines GDP (%QoQ, Q1) 1.6 3.1 

 13-May Malaysia GDP (%YoY, Q1) 4.0 3.6 

17-May S’pore Non-oil Dom Exports (%YoY, Apr) -- 7.7 

  Indonesia Trade Balance ($mn, Apr) -- 4529 

  Thailand GDP (%QoQ, Q1) -- 1.8 

18-May Australia Wage Price Index (%YoY, Q1) -- 2.3 

19-May Australia Unemployment (%, Apr) -- 4.0 

 Malaysia Trade Balance (MYR bn, Apr) -- 26.7 

 BSP Overnight Borrowing Rate (%) -- 2.0 

    

Source: Bloomberg 
 

This week started with a mild hawkish surprise from the RBA, with a 25bp hike 
to lift the cash rate to 0.35% which was reinforced by RBA Governor Lowe's 
allusion to "further increases ... being necessary over the months ahead" amid 
bumped up inflation projections. Another central bank that not only surprised 
with a hawkish hike but also in terms of timing with an inter-meeting hike (just 
before the Fed) was the RBI with their 40bp hike as they turn unequivocal 
about inflation risks and alluded to volatility spillovers. 
   
Outlook 
In a similar vein, while it looks to be a toss-up for the BNM to initiate rate hikes 
at their 11 May or 6 July meeting, we expect the scales to tip in favour of next 
week, with emphasis on calibration rather than a hiking cycle as they account 
for inflation risks amid growth stabilization. Meanwhile, politics in Philippines 
may grab some attention next week with the elections set to usher in 
'Bongbong' Marcos as the President-elect according to recent opinion polls. 
While we expect policy continuity, grey areas including Marcos' position on 
fiscal consolidation may worry investors. Along with the baggage that comes 
from Bongbong Macros' family lineage and legacy will, at least in the 
immediate aftermath of the elections, exert depreciation pressure on PHP 
while triggering outflows from asset markets. The BSP will also looks to 
normalise policy the week after as April CPI moves higher amid firming 
growth.  
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Latin America – Roller coaster ride for markets 

Major Events and Data Releases 

Date Event Survey Prior 

09-May Mexico CPI (%YoY, Apr) 7.73 7.45 

11-May Brazil CPI (%YoY, Apr) 12.09 11.3 

12-May Mexico Industrial Production (%MoM, Mar) -- -1.0 

 Brazil Service Activity (%MoM, Mar) -- -0.2 

 Mexico Overnight Rate (%) 7.0 6.5 

 Argentina CPI (%YoY, Apr) -- 55.1 

 Peru Reference Rate (%) -- 4.5 

16-May Brazil Economic Activity Index (%MoM, Mar) -- 0.34 

 Colombia GDP (%QoQ, 1Q) -- 4.3 

 Peru GDP (%YoY, 1Q) -- 1.8 

18-May Chile GDP (%QoQ, 1Q) -- 1.8 

19-May Argentina Econ. Activity Index (%MoM, Mar) -- 1.8 

Source: Bloomberg 
 

It was a roller coaster ride for Latin American currency markets this week, with 
currencies rising strongly after the Fed’s “dovish” 50bp rate hike on 
Wednesday before selling off sharply on Thursday with a 
weaker-than-expected service survey in China adding fuel to global growth 
concerns and investors realizing the Fed’s difficult position of bringing inflation 
down without causing a recession. In the end, Latin American currencies were 
mixed on the week. Higher crude oil prices did not prevent the Colombian 
peso from recording another strong weekly loss. The Brazilian real and the 
Chilean peso also moved lower despite their central banks raising interest 
rates and pointing to further hikes ahead. Meanwhile, the Mexican peso and 
the Peruvian sol managed to recover part of their recent losses. The current 
market action reinforces the perception that most LatAm currencies looked 
stretched after rebounding strongly in the first quarter. It also suggests more 
challenging market conditions in the second half of the year. 

Outlook 
Inflation data for April to be released in Brazil and Mexico in upcoming weeks 
are expected to follow the global trend drifting upwards from already high 
levels, as commodity prices surge. But despite mounting inflation risks, the 
Mexican central bank is forecast to keep the pace of rate hikes unchanged at 
50bp next week, bringing its policy rate to 7.00%. Interest rates are already 
above neutral levels, as they were not cut aggressively during the pandemic 
like most other central banks in Latin America did. In fact, real interest rates in 
Mexico remains one of the highest in the region. We expect interest rates to 
reach 8.5% at the end of the tightening cycle in September. Elsewhere, the 
Peruvian central bank is also expected to maintain a moderate tightening 
stance amid weak domestic demand. GDP figures for the first quarter will 
show the economy continued to lose momentum as the cyclical recovery in 
the aftermath of the pandemic ran its course. Finally, Chile and Colombia will 
also post weaker Q1 GDP prints, reinforcing that Latin America’s economic 
outlook is challenging.  
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